Cystic echinococcosis in Turkana, Kenya: 30 years of imaging in an endemic region.
Cystic echinococcosis (CE), a widespread, complex zoonosis, causes chronic disease associated with high morbidity. The pastoral Turkana people of Kenya have one of the highest prevalence rates of CE in the world. Between 1983 and 2015, a CE control program in the Turkana region used ultrasound (US) screening surveys and surgical outreach visits to evaluate CE prevalence and treat those with the disease. As the gold standard modality for diagnosing CE, US reveals a great deal of information about the disease in affected populations. The aim of this study is to discuss the characteristics of untreated CE in the Turkana people as revealed by US data collected during the CE control program and evaluate disease presentation, factors influencing the risk of transmission, and the timeline of disease progression. Data were obtained from written patient notes from US screenings and images; cysts were classified using the World Health Organization (WHO) standardized US classification of CE. Findings include greater prevalence of cysts, later stages of cysts, and multiple cysts in older age groups, with no multiple cysts occurring in patients under six years of age, which are consistent with the assertion that rates of exposure, transmission, and infection increase with age in endemic regions. Findings also raise questions regarding the timeline of disease progression, and factors potentially influencing disease transmission within this and other endemic populations. A comprehensive survey focusing on cultural and community observations (e.g., changing behaviors, hygienic practices, etc.) may provide more detailed information regarding factors that facilitate transmission.